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calling it the central plot flaw in the saga is really a stretch; the empire does have a central plot problem, but it appears to be that the reason for the empire being so evil is simply, well, because the empire is evil. as far as we can tell, the main things that explain its evil are: the emperor is a really horrible person, to the point that he literally thinks nothing of using his authority to force people around him to act against their will; the emperor thinks the rebellion is all coming from within the jedi council; the emperor is paranoid, so he might well think the republic doesnt have the influence over its subjects that it claims to, as long as the emperor is in control. the republic, in contrast, operates under a different assumption about
people: the people are smart enough to work with their government. in some ways, the people are the government; if they dont like how their government is working, they can vote it out and put in a new one. people work best when they are allowed to work together with the government. in order for the government to work, the people have to feel connected to it, and have a voice in it. people working together are prone to choose one anothers goals more often than they choose their own goals. the jedi know this, and are willing to take the risk of attempting to rule from behind the scenes in order to keep control of the galaxy because thats the best way to control the peoples interests. the galaxy is more interesting when the

rebels are on the run, and less when they are in charge, and the empire is a perpetual participant in the jedi councils attempt to move the galaxy into a direction that keeps the galaxy interesting over its long term.
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